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Abstract

Background and aims

There is limited existing research on the information literacy experiences of home educating families. This study aims to explore these experiences, providing a framework and context for their experiences and finding parallels in the existing literature on information literacy.

Methodology

This is a qualitative study consisting of five in-depth interviews with families. The findings were analysed using a grounded, interpretive approach.

Results and conclusion

The findings suggested that digital aspects of information literacy were significant for these families and that communities of practices were a useful way to understand their information literacy. The importance of reflection for information literacy was also demonstrated. There was some evidence that the information literacy of home educating families could be seen as challenging the orthodoxy of more formal educational models.

1 Introduction

Information literacy (Johnson, Sproles and Detmering, 2013; Bawden, 2001) and home education (Rothermel, 2002) have gained increasing currency over the last three decades in the United Kingdom. While the information literacy experiences of home educated families have never been explored in any detail there is a strong
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narrative within home education research that suggests it offers markedly different information experiences to school based learning (Meighan, 1995). This study therefore attempts to add to this research by developing a framework to better understand these perceptions and experiences. Equally the research aims to increase our understanding of information literacy by exploring it in a new environment (Tuominen, Savolainen and Talja, 2005). This research therefore aims to explore home educating families’ information literacy experiences, developing a framework to capture these perceptions, providing individual home educating families with a context for their own information literacy experiences and exploring the relationship between existing models of information literacy and home educating families’ information literacy.

2 Literature review

2.1 Home education in the United Kingdom

Home education is legal in all of the United Kingdom and home educators have considerable freedom particularly in comparison to many other European countries (Blok and Karsten, 2011). In England and Wales parents and carers have a duty to provide their children with a suitable education but there is no indication of what is a “suitable education” (Monk, 2004) and they do not have to register or prove that they are providing such an education (Education Act, 1996, s437-443). This status has been criticised (Monk, 2004; Badman, 2009) but is fiercely defended by many home educators (Select Committee on Children, Schools and Families, 2009). There is different, but similar, legislation in Scotland and Northern Ireland.

As there is no system of registration there are no reliable figures about the number of home educated children in the UK. Estimates of the current number in England vary between 45,250 and 150,000 (Hopwood, O’ Neil, Castro and Hodgson, 2007). However, there is general agreement that this figure has risen consistently since the 1970’s when UK home education in its current form is said to have started (Kunzman and Gaither, 2013; Fortune-Wood, 2005). There is also no reliable information about the demographics of home educators although research suggests they are a diverse group encompassing, for example, Roma families, religious home educators, and those who engage private tutors (Rothermel, 2011; 2002). The reasons families choose to home educate are equally diverse (Morton, 2011; Gabb, 2005). There does however seem to be one commonality: that “mothers were often the parent most involved with the day to day running of the children’s education” (Rothermel, 2011, 25). The role of the mother therefore needs to be considered in a study of home education; how she becomes an educational professional (Gaither, 2009); how she constructs home education (Morton, 2010) or the sacrifices she makes (Lois, 2006). Her central role may however also reflect more general parenting norms; the undergraduates in Gross and Latham’s study (2009) saw their mothers as an important part of their formative information literacy experiences.

Home education is perceived as a “growing phenomenon” (Morton, 2011, 9) in the United Kingdom and this is reflected in the increasing literature on the subject. However, a considerable proportion of this is written by home educators, for
example, Dowty (2000), Fortune-Wood (2000) and Meighan (1992) and often serves as practical guidance or encouragement. Kunzman and Gaither's (2013) systematic review of the emerging literature shows that most research is from the United States and much of it is advocacy-based with little or no large scale quantitative research. Hanna's (2012) research is one of the few longitudinal studies of home educators in the United States and offers a valuable picture of how the Internet has transformed home education; as well as how children tend to move away from the family to other networks as they grow older.

2.2 Home education and learning

There is also limited research on the kinds of learning seen in home education. What is known is that there is a continuum of learning styles from a structured programme, similar to that followed by schools, to an education without a timetable, curriculum or fixed outcomes (Thomas and Pattison, 2012). The latter style described here is generally known in the UK as autonomous education. Thomas and Pattison (2007) emphasise the importance of what they refer to as informal or autonomous learning and base their evidence on observation and interviews with a large number of families. They use theories of lifelong learning to exemplify how children learn; there is an emphasis on the practical, on process, on chance and on the social and emotional which they see as markedly different from school-based learning. This description of autonomous learning has much in common with Holt’s (1991) influential discursive accounts and is the focus of much home education research. However, as Arora’s (2002) research shows, it is important to remember there is a continuum; many families do follow structured programmes. There is however evidence that families tend to move from structured to unstructured learning (Hanna, 2012; Thomas and Pattison, 2007).

Studies from the United Kingdom (Rothermel, 2002) and more extensively from the United States (Ray, 2010; Rudner, 1999) have shown positive academic outcomes for home educated children. However, Kunzman and Gaither (2013) and Webb (2011) have argued these studies do not show a positive effect once socio-economic factors are taken into account. It is outside the scope of this study to examine this area in detail but it is necessary to note the lack of certainty in this, as in all areas of home education. Three North American studies written from outside the home educating community demonstrate this giving a varied picture of academic outcomes (Martin-Chang, Gould, and Meuse, 2011; Pennings, 2011; Cogan, 2010). Writers such as Holt (1991, 1977) challenge the very notion of measuring outcomes in this way and so we also need to look more holistically at home education. In this way research such as Webb’s (1999) narratives, which look at the long term outcomes for the home educated such as a passion for lifelong learning, complement quantitative studies of baseline assessments.

2.3 Information literacy

Information literacy is similar to home education in that it resists definition and can be seen as a contested term (Savolainen, 1993). Herring's (2009, 3) description of information literacy as “a way of thinking” and Bawden's (2001) conclusion that in today's society we need complex broad literacies no matter how we define them are both appealing statements. However, unless it is
contextualised there is a danger that information literacy means everything and nothing and so we still need to find a working definition. The model of information literacy as a set of skills and abilities (SCONUL, 2011; ACRL, 2000) has been comprehensively challenged most notably by phenomenographic (Webber and Johnston, 2000; Bruce, 1997), discourse (Kapitzke, 2003) and sociocultural approaches. It is this latter communicative approach that is adopted here.

The communicative approach sees information literacy as a social practice (Tuominen, Savolainen, and Talja, 2005). Lloyd (2010) argues that information literacy needs to be seen as a meta-practice that only exists in its particular context and that we need to look beyond education to find new information literacy landscapes. She shows that workplace and community landscapes challenge rationalist skills-based interpretations of information literacy. This approach informs much of the current study as it is concerned with the participants’ constructions of their information literacy practices in a previously under-explored landscape. Lupton and Bruce (2010) argue that information literacy has three perspectives; the generic (skills based); the situated (socially constructed) and the transformative. This third perspective contains within it the generic and situated but extends to a model of information literacy as a critical practice. In this way they consider information literacy to have the potential to empower individuals and groups and challenge existing power relations. This model of a critical information literacy (Kapitzke, 2003) as well as Lipu’s (2010) argument for a feminist approach that considers information literacy in localized and everyday contexts seem to have relevance here. Home educators can be seen as a minority group operating outside of cultural norms and so these perspectives could add to our understanding of their practices.

2.4 Wider research on related literacies

This research is concerned with information literacy but the analysis of the interviews revealed that digital information was of central importance to the families interviewed. The significant body of research on digital literacy cannot be engaged with here but needs to be acknowledged. In this study, digital literacy is therefore used as a focus to conceptualise those aspects of information literacy that relate to the digital world. This is in line with Tuominen, Savolainen, and Talja (2005) who argue that information literacy needs to be understood in terms of the interplay of learning, knowledge formation and information technology. There is also significant research that looks at the information practices of school attending children both in and out of school that can help our understanding of home educating families. To briefly summarise, information literacy in schools is characterised as fact finding with a lack of autonomy, collaboration and reflection, although more meaningful tasks mean that information practices become more sophisticated and children become more reflective as they become more proficient (Herring 2011, 2010, 2009; Hongisto and Sormunen, 2010; Meyers, Nathan, and Saxton, 2007; Limberg and Sundin, 2006). Research on children’s digital practices at home tends to see these practices as more collaborative and the home potentially as a better environment for developing digital literacy (Davidson, 2012; Johnson, 2010; McTavish, 2009). There is also wider research on children
and information behaviour which can help to contextualise this study. Children in the UK are typically regular users of the Internet (OFCOM, 2012) and identify books, people and computers as their main information sources (Shenton and Dixon, 2003).

2.5 Home educated children’s information literacy

Thomas and Pattison (2007, 145) never use the term information literacy but look at home educated families’ information practices as part of their study of informal learning. The children are self-directed learners: “they don't take in information they put it together... pull it apart again”. Textual sources are not privileged and conversational learning has a central role. Their relationship with their parents is an apprenticeship but their parents are also their co-learners and mediators. Good information seeking skills also play a central role and informal learning is likened to new knowledge formation. Thomas and Pattison (2012, 152) argue that a community of practice provides a useful way to understand how home educated children learn. They conclude that:

*Our research challenges the view of learning as a separate, definable, deliberate activity and suggests that learning itself needs to be problematized in a very radical manner.*

This statement has much in common with Lloyd’s (2005) view of how workplace information literacy challenges the neatness of formal academic models.

Safran (2008, 245) also writes of home educating parents as a community of practice through the common “joint enterprise of educating their children, mutually engaging and developing a shared repertoire”. She shows how newcomers are apprenticed into a home educating community, explores the different ways parents identify as home educators and shows how parents are transformed by home education. Wenger (1998) defines a community of practice as people with a common interest who learn together how to do it better. Within this they must have a shared identity, shared activities and a shared set of tools and this seems likely to be a useful way to frame home educating families' perceptions of information literacy.

3 Methodology

3.1 Constructivist grounded approach

This research was intended to follow the principles of constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006) as an inductive research method that starts with data and through a process of coding moves towards the generation of theory. Charmaz’s significant and contested break from earlier grounded theorists (Glaser, 2002; Glaser and Strauss, 1967) is her move towards an interpretive perspective; theories are not hidden in data but constructed through the researcher’s perceptions, practices and interactions (Charmaz, 2006). However, this study diverges in several important respects from Charmaz’s work most significantly in that theoretical sampling and saturation was not used. This was due to the limited time frame of the research. In this way while the research is constructivist it should be seen as grounded analysis rather than grounded theory (Herring, 2010).
The researcher recognises her own role in the process of the “mutual shaping” of the participants' constructions of their own information literacy practices (Guba and Lincoln, 1985). The interview and the research therefore become a “negotiated text” where all are involved in the “meaning-making process” (Holstein and Gubrium, 2004). The research has an affinity with child-centred (Dell Clark, 2011; Christensen and James, 2008) and feminist research methods (Edwards and Mauthner, 2012) which emphasise the importance of giving a voice to the participants as well as adapting a reflexive stance as a researcher. The researcher took some steps towards participatory research; she consulted with home educating families before starting the project, gave interviewees their transcripts to edit and to comment on, and disseminated her findings to participants but this was not fully realised. In this way, the initial meetings with home educating families were useful in providing context but these encounters did not significantly shape the research questions. Two parents reacted positively to the transcripts but no family made any significant comments.

3.2 The participants and the interviews

Participants were recruited through a mailing list and informal visits to local groups. The research project was carried out on a part-time basis over an academic year and the recruitment and interview process took place between November and May. There was an initially slow response to the request for interviewees. However, a tipping point was reached when one interviewee shared her positive experience of being interviewed on the mailing list and encouraged other families to come forward. Other researchers have commented on the difficulty of recruiting participants from home educating communities particularly for those researching from the outside (Kunzman and Gaither, 2013; Morton, 2011; Hopwood, O’Neil, Castro and Hodgson, 2007). It therefore represents a considerable achievement and privilege to have gained access to the lives of these home educating families.

The research consisted of five in-depth interviews with individual home educating mothers and their children aged between eight and seventeen. Intensive or active interviews can be seen as the most significant way to explore participants' subjective realities (Miller and Glassner, 2011) and as fitting well with constructivist grounded theory (Charmaz, 2006). However, observation (Hongisto and Sormunen, 2010) or visual methods (Dell Clark, 2011; Smith, 2010) would also have been effective methods to explore young people's information literacy practices.

The interviews lasted between sixty and ninety minutes. The questions drew on those asked by Bruce (1997) and moved from narrative through discussion to reflection (Charmaz, 2006). A list of potential interview prompts was prepared in advance and is included as a Supplementary File. However, these prompts were only the starting point for open ended conversations. The most productive question for all interviews was the concluding one: “is there anything else you want to tell me?” The success of this question demonstrated that some of the other questions were unsatisfactory possibly either too technical or too tangential. In one interview Joanne, a mother, was able to re-phrase questions for her children far more effectively than the researcher could.
A different interview method would have produced different results; a child interviewed alone is a different child when interviewed with her parent (Lewis, 2009). The complexities of using group interviews should not be under-estimated but as the family rather than the individual lies at the heart of this research, it is fitting that the research method mirrors this (Mayall, 2008). This method also shaped the research findings showing how families construct information literacies together (Kitzinger, 1995). The potential richness of these encounters was not fully realised in this current project; further analysis of non-verbal interactions, impressions and feelings would have added much to the richness of the data (Wilkinson, 1998).

3.3 Analysis

The interview transcripts were the texts used for analysis. The analysis took place between May and June and the results were written up in July and August. The researcher followed the process of analysis outlined by Charmaz (2006) moving from initial to focused codes and then to categories. The process of coding was challenging: one difficulty was a reluctance to move beyond the participants' voices to a more analytical level and another was maintaining a stance of “theoretical agnosticism” (Puddephatt, 2006) while also developing a reflexive understanding of the situated and subjective position of the researcher (Mauthner and Doucet, 2003).

3.4 Ethics

The ethics of research with a vulnerable group such as children extend far beyond the procedural (Miller and Bell, 2002). Care was taken to ensure the children gave their own explicit consent (Lewis, 2009) and the children were only interviewed with their parent. The hierarchical, formal boundary of interviewer and interviewee was not appropriate for these encounters. The researcher tried to make the interview a safe space and had to quickly gain the trust of the children while being aware of the ambiguities of fake rapport (Duncombe and Jessop, 2012). One essential ethical consideration was to make the interviews and the research process as a whole a positive experience for participants (Oliver, 2010).

4 Findings

Three major themes emerged from the analysis and these are discussed below. This is exploratory research and so the relationships between these themes are not fully developed. These are also findings which are about the experiences of these particular families in the context of this particular project. The names are all pseudonyms.

4.1 Digital minds: central importance of digital information

All the families saw computers, primarily the Internet, as central to their information landscapes. The young people in particular saw using the Internet as so ubiquitous that it resisted definition: “I don't really know because I use it all the time... for absolutely everything” (Eleanor). The Internet was a source of information in multiple formats but age seemed a significant factor in how the children used the Internet. Stan, twelve, saw the Internet as a place to synthesise
information; a key word for him was “sources”. Eleanor, seventeen, was more actively engaged describing herself as part of online communities. Some younger children still used social media but their experience was mediated through their parents “at the moment she types through my Facebook to her friend’s num’s Facebook” (Karen).

The Internet then seems to mediate the home education experiences of these families (perhaps unsurprisingly as they were recruited through a mailing list). All the families described ready access to technology including laptops or computers as well as possibly e-readers, tablets and smart phones. There was also evidence that the mothers saw themselves as part of an online community. They were all active users of the Internet; they planned, organised and shared their experiences as home educators using a range of Internet tools. They then mediated this knowledge to their children.

The young people displayed pride in their experience of using technology and expressed the belief that home education provided valuable opportunities for digital learning. Mia remembered using computers at school:

*We were told to use the website and we'd just guess, click on something funny and then do anything else.*

She contrasted this sharply with her perception of how she used computers at home. The young people were overwhelmingly positive about their Internet use with only Stan cautioning about “wasting time on rubbish” when discussing YouTube. However, there was more parental ambivalence. Three out of the five mothers expressed concerns. Karen cautioned that “sometimes you get that [the computer] on and you can't get off it” and Siobhan commented “that's the other thing if it isn't on the internet they can't be bothered”. Internet use was defined in a series of binary oppositions: it saved time while it wasted it; it caused information overload whilst being a mine of information, it was easy to use but needed to be carefully taught.

The ubiquity of the Internet meant that the families initially found it difficult to talk about their digital literacy. As Emma, a mother, said, “Libraries are a step back [from the Internet] …usually it's very difficult to find information in a library.” This suggested that digital access to information seemed intuitive while physically accessing information from a library required conscious effort. However, within the narrative of the interviews there was a point when some of the children seemed to shift from a view of digital literacies as natural to consider the strategies they used. During one interview, Eleanor moved from seeing her Internet skills as obvious and needing no explanation to clarifying her strategies reflected in a change of language from the repetition of the word “just” to more hesitant phrases such as “I suppose so”. The young people all talked about a range of strategies: looking for recommended or trusted sites, scanning front pages, using key word searches, assessing for relevance and considering bias. These strategies seemed to have been developed within the individual families learnt by observation and explicit teaching as well as by experimentation. There was then evidence that families constructed their digital literacies, “so that for us that became the way to do it” (Joanne) and shared their practices.
Within the world of the interview, the young people therefore moved to a conscious recognition of their digital literacies. The idea of the interview as a learning moment can also be seen at other points when, for example, Eleanor and her mother discussed the merits of Google Scholar, building on their own family information literacy rather simply providing information for the researcher. Some of the family's perceptions of information literacy are therefore constructed within the interview.

4.2 **Information literacy in the wild: challenging the skills model**

The concept of information literacy as information skills was important for the participants and the researcher. It offered a way to understand and organise thoughts and feelings about information literacy. Within the discussion of skills, the processes of information seeking dominated for both interviewer and interviewees. However, participants talked about a range of different information experiences. For example, in Isla's interview she talked about her searching strategies, the difficulty of synthesising information and the need to write for a particular audience “(what) we have to do is get it off the Internet but put it down in our words”.

There is then a world of expertise and high order critical skills that participants draw on both as ways to conceptualise their experiences and to demonstrate that they are information literate. Joanne, a mother, explains “it's a case of just keeping on top of it making sure she knows how”. This reliance on an information skills model possibly reflects the difficulty for all participants in talking about information literacy. In the same way, the researcher had no intention to assess participants’ information skills but her questions were still sometimes mediated through an information skills model.

However, there are points within each interview when the dominance of the skills model is questioned and challenged. While participants highlight information skills that are necessary and useful, they also all draw on their experiences of “tick[ing] boxes” (Siobhan), “jumping through hoops” (Eleanor), or “play[ing] the system” (Emma). Siobhan articulated this most strongly contrasting school-based practice where the emphasis is on the final product with the practices of her children.

All the families interviewed told of information literacy experiences that were outside of this skills approach. There was a strong emphasis, particularly amongst the autonomous families, of hidden learning. Mia commented “we learn things when we don't know it” and this motif was repeated across the families.

> *You'll think they're doing nothing very much and suddenly they'll come out with something they've learnt from somewhere and you'll think where have they got that from?*

(Karen)

This is reflected in how the mothers discussed teaching, or perhaps more accurately, not teaching their children. There is an emphasis on a natural process where young people are provided with opportunities to be information literate rather than formally taught. With this comes a tension between whether home
education is hard work or whether “it’s nothing much really” (Eleanor) both for
the young people and for the parents. This was expressed by Karen as “you’re
constantly clutching at straws trying to find something they’ll like and they’re
interested in” which captures how the mothers seem to work hard to provide
learning opportunities that are then seen as natural.

Families also talked about a holistic approach to information practices where the
emphasis was on putting things together and following on: “It's made me realise
that you do gather stuff from so many different places” (Siobhan). The families
who weren't autonomous still described the importance of holistic experiences and
emphasised serendipity or chance. It was clearly important for these families to
construct their experiences this way, putting an emphasis on the holistic and the
natural rather than on prescribed learning. Siobhan, looking back at her children's
education, comments “it's nice how rounded it's become in the end.”

There was an emphasis that these practices were very different from the fact
finding behaviour in schools: “we don't go home; we carry on through our lives”
(Joanne). The information experiences of home educating families were perceived
as being like life rather than based on artificial exercises. Learning was done in
context; an interest in dinosaurs or Harry Potter, or a visit to Hampton Court were
the catalysts for further experience. The family who followed the national
curriculum displayed most evidence of school-based practice and the most interest
in fact-finding, of getting the right answer. However, they still saw their practices
as different and better than those taught in school.

Whereas I believed everything the school was doing and I didn't really have an
issue with the schools suddenly I find actually that they think differently now.

(Emma)

In all the families, there was a strong emphasis on the child as confident and
independent in learning and information literacy. Eleanor expressed the views of
many “I've always pursued everything on my own”. Both parents and children
narrate experiences where the child is a confident researcher (“when I ask them to
find something themselves they come to me with information that I haven't even
thought of” (Joanne)), who is responsible for their own information needs: “the
things that she's interested in we spend hours doing” (Siobhan).

There was also recognition of an information world away from formal education.
There was an emphasis on the practical; of real tasks such as planning and
cooking a meal; learning origami; making a dress; performing a play, climbing
and ice skating. These were to a lesser or greater extent seen as information
literacy experiences. The exploration of information literacy in the wild was
strongest in the autonomous families, but all emphasised literacies as a practice
for life rather than just education.

4.3 Doing it together: the importance of collaborative information practices

Within each interview, there was evidence that the young people’s information
literacy experiences are also mediated by people who could be seen as three
groups: experts, families, and communities. This is of course only a loose
classification based on five families but it is a way to understand their experience.
Experts such as teachers or tutors were the least significant of these groups. The two young people who were studying post sixteen had moved to college and those who had studied or were planning to study GCSE's were likely to use tutors. The role of the tutors however seemed to be to “tick the boxes” and their importance was played down.

Fathers also played an interesting role, often seeming to act as a bridge between the outside world of the expert or tutor and the internal family information literacy practices. The father draws on a different body of knowledge from outside the home and brings this back to the family. Karen commented:

*when I don't know I used to say ask daddy because he knows a lot more or if we're in the house it's let's look it up, I don't know the answer.*

The mother as the main home educator plays a central role in the family’s information practices. However, her role seems to be downplayed in many families and her work is hidden; she leaves “stuff lying around” (Karen), she facilitates and creates opportunities. She is not undervalued: “she's a brilliant teacher and finds excellent books for us” (Isla), but her role is in the background. Two children reacted with humour to the idea that their mother could help them with a subject. There is an emphasis either on partnership: “we'll see how that goes, we'll get on with that now” (Emma), or, as mentioned above, on the child as the leader.

However, the mother does mediate her children’s information experiences. One manifestation of this is the issues surrounding control, censorship, access and privacy. This was a slightly sensitive area often treated with humour. Attitudes varied between families from “we didn't ever censor access” (Sarah) to a concern to demonstrate to the researcher that there were boundaries “that's not age appropriate” (Emma). Despite this difference, all the families discussed similar practices in terms of digital technology, there were technological solutions but the most significant strategy was proximity; for all the younger children, computer use was in a shared living space. There was a move away from these shared practices to more privacy as young people got older and the mother's role was renegotiated.

As mentioned above siblings also mediate information for each other. This involves working together, sharing knowledge and teaching each other. This was viewed positively by the young people: “I like it especially when we have help from each other” (Mia).

For many of the young people other figures such as aunts, uncles, grandparents or family friends played an important role. Mia and Isla's grandparents set projects for them and passed on family knowledge and traditions; Eleanor's granddad occupied the same role as some fathers; he was described variously as her French tutor and her fellow student, and Siobhan's friends shared knowledge with her daughter. Different families have different practices but the information literacy is inherently social.

Beyond the family, participants talk about their information practices as part of a home educating community or communities. The children learn from older children:
They've got you know things that they'll tell them and show them. It's really good then, different levels, ages, experiences.

(Karen)

It was clearly significant for these young people to be part of a home educating community in terms of friendships but the importance of this in terms of information practices is not developed within this current study. We can see this when Eleanor contrasts her experience in home education with her experiences at college: “it's good to have some kind of classroom experience of working together, of being in a group”. She also describes collaborative learning as part of home education but it seems to be a different quality of experience. Further research is needed to understand this aspect more fully.

One of the first things I did was get into this group of other home educated girls and we all wrote stories together and stuff like that.

The home education community was more demonstrably significant for the mothers for sharing and learning in person and online. There was evidence of a strong community: “I think I've just I've realised how much I draw on it recently and it's… like do you choose to be part of it or not” (Siobhan). There was some evidence of this as an apprenticeship: “a home edder told me when I first started” (Karen). Sarah, who had been home educating the longest, could not identify how she had changed but the others who had been home educating between sixteen and two years all articulated how they felt they had changed. The mothers also sought out those who shared the same philosophical position (“you need to find out who thinks like you” (Emma)) and discussed how they had been changed by home educating: “I'm learning more this time around than I ever did” (Karen). There are also shared strategies which seemed to link to identities, for example, Siobhan recounts how she learnt how to respond to the LEA:

So that's when a friend said you just have to write at the top we are autonomous or self-led and that's when I started to think about what terms I would use.

There is also evidence within the interviews of a collaborative meaning-making process, where the interviewer and the participants together build on their experiences of information literacies. This helps to build on the conception of information literacy as constructed. In this way, Eleanor moves from seeing herself as independent in her information literacies to recognising the significance of others: “pretty much by myself... My granddad, that's a good point my granddad actually is a big figure”.

5 Discussion

5.1 Understanding home educated families’ digital literacy practices

The young people in this study paralleled Shenton and Dixon's (2003) findings in identifying books, the Internet and people as their main information sources. The analysis of the interviews clearly shows the central importance of the Internet to home educating families supporting Hanna (2012), but also reflecting the pattern of high Internet use for many children in the United Kingdom (OFCOM, 2012). The parents in this study all felt confident in their use of the Internet and in being
able to help their children, contrasting with the forty four percent of parents in the OFCOM survey who say their children know more than them about the Internet. Lees' (2011) work on how parents discover home education highlights the importance of the Internet and this is reflected by the parents in this study.

The children's acquisition of digital skills seemed to be through social practice; it involved not just learning by experimentation but by modelling and by shared family rules. This parallels McTavish's (2009) findings on the home digital literacies of school-attending children. There was a perception among the families that home educated children were more digitally literate and had a more “authentic” experience of using computers. As mentioned above it is possible that these children's experiences of information literacy are actually similar to the out-of-school practices of school-attending children.

5.2 Information skills model versus holistic and potentially transformative information practices

There is a powerful narrative within existing research that home educated children are independent learners adept at handling information (Fortune-Wood, 2005; Thomas and Pattison, 2007; Dowty, 2000). The young people in these interviews have similar constructions of themselves as confident and information literate. However, this was not a stable construction. On reflection, they expressed more uncertainty and talked about their difficulties as well as recognising the collaborative nature of their learning and information use. The interviews therefore became a place for some of the children to reflect on their literacies. This is similar to findings that uncertainty is a way for school children to become more information literate (Hongisto and Sormunen, 2010) and on the importance of reflection (Herring, 2010).

Lupton and Bruce’s (2010) kernel model of information literacy could provide a way of interpreting home educating families' information literacies. In this way, the young people move from seeing themselves as competent, to recognising the skills they use, to finally feeling that their information literacy is collaborative. There was evidence that information literacies were socially constructed both within each family and within the home educating community. This sense of information literacy as socially constructed was something participants struggled to express and is an area which calls for further exploration.

The third and outer layer of this model is the transformative and this potentially also provides a way to view these home educating families' information literacies. There was a tendency for the home educators in this study to favourably contrast their information literacy practices to school practices. This approach could be framed as a challenge to the orthodoxy of information literacy in education. We can see this played out if we look at the role of gender in these families: the mothers are responsible for the hidden holistic information literacy, while the fathers are responsible for the more knowledge-based strand. This is only one interpretation, which would need to be substantiated by further research.
5.3 Communities of practice as a way to understand home educating families’ information literacy

Lloyd (2007, 2005) uses communities of practice as a way to understand workplace information literacy and this study suggests that they could also provide a way to understand the home educating families’ information literacy. This study therefore supports Safran (2010) in seeing home educating parents as a community of practice. The mothers in this study meet Wenger's descriptions (1998) of a community practice. They have a shared identity seen, for example, in the use of “home edder”, a term that does not seem to be used outside of the community. They have the shared activities and shared strategies of educating their children and learning how to be better home educators.

It is also possible to support Thomas and Pattison's (2012) interpretation of the families as a community of practice. The frequent use of “we” demonstrates a shared identity; they are involved in the joint enterprise of learning and have shared practices. The model helps us understand the information literacy relationship between the mothers and their children. It is an apprenticeship, as well as co-learning, and this helps to expand on the ambiguous role the mothers seem to occupy as teachers and not teachers.

The model of the family as a community of practice may also help our understanding of how home educating mothers control and mediate information for their children. This is exemplified by the narrative of Eleanor and her mother, where the significance of the family as the site of learning is lessened as the young person grows up. Hanna (2012) discusses how children move away from family networks as they get older. The two oldest children in this study have both moved outside of their family's community of practice to attend college “I'm not an artist I can't show her any more” (Siobhan).

The question of whether the children are part of a wider home educating community of practice is not fully answered here. The local home educating community was very significant for the children with evidence of a shared identity and of shared activity although this seems to be framed as socialization. However, there is not consistent evidence of shared strategies.

6 Conclusion

The interviews provided rich narratives and a wealth of detail about these families’ information literacy experiences. However, they were only five families and so it was unrealistic to expect to develop a framework from this small number of interviews. For example, the interviews show a continuum whereby younger children view the Internet in more passive terms than older children but we cannot generate theory from this. Despite this, there is the potential for these interviews to inform both research and practice.

Further research in this area would be beneficial in developing the themes that emerged from this research, whether by case studies of home educating families or by focusing on home educating children as they transition from home to university, college or work. There were also particular areas that would reward further investigation. There was a gap in the research in how far home educated children were a part of communities of practice outside their family groups. The
importance of reflection as part of information literacy was an important theme in this research and this would also merit further investigation. In the same way, the study showed the difficulty of conceptualising information literacy practices outside of information seeking and it would repay further research to find ways to explore these practices more widely.

The research could also have the potential to inform library and information practitioners, particularly those working in public libraries, about home education which has received little attention from the sector. This may include, but would not be limited to, a recognition that home educated families have diverse experiences of information literacy that cannot be understood simply by a reference to a skills model.

Beyond this, perhaps the most potentially interesting finding was whether these families’ information literacy practices could be seen as disrupting and challenging orthodox models more generally. In this way, it could encourage practitioners to consider how information literacy could be facilitated rather than taught in other settings.

It can be hoped that the research process in itself was valuable for the home educators involved, for example in the positive response to the interview transcripts, and the evidence of meaning-making within the interviews. However, the families provided little feedback from the dissemination of the research suggesting that the findings may not have resonated with them, although there were some insights, such as the value of reflection in the information literacy practices of home educating families, which may be helpful for the community.

This research is also an exploration of information literacy experiences in a domain that researchers in the discipline have not previously considered. It therefore answers Tuominen, Savolainen, and Talja’s (2005) call for information literacy research in new environments.
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